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Includes a sneak peek of Undoctored—the new book from Dr. Davis! In this #1 New York
Times bestseller, a renowned cardiologist explains how eliminating wheat from our diets
can prevent fat storage, shrink unsightly bulges, and reverse myriad health problems.
Every day, over 200 million Americans consume food products made of wheat. As a result,
over 100 million of them experience some form of adverse health effect, ranging from
minor rashes and high blood sugar to the unattractive stomach bulges that preventive
cardiologist William Davis calls "wheat bellies." According to Davis, that excess fat has
nothing to do with gluttony, sloth, or too much butter: It's due to the whole grain wraps we
eat for lunch. After witnessing over 2,000 patients regain their health after giving up
wheat, Davis reached the disturbing conclusion that wheat is the single largest contributor
to the nationwide obesity epidemic—and its elimination is key to dramatic weight loss and
optimal health. In Wheat Belly, Davis exposes the harmful effects of what is actually a
product of genetic tinkering and agribusiness being sold to the American public as
"wheat"—and provides readers with a user-friendly, step-by-step plan to navigate a new,
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studies from men and women who have experienced life-changing transformations in their
health after waving goodbye to wheat, Wheat Belly is an illuminating look at what is truly
making Americans sick and an action plan to clear our plates of this seemingly benign
ingredient.
Cookbook of quick, easy recipes that are gluten, sugar, dairy free. Prep time is always 15
minutes or less, use familiar ingredients and simple instructions. Recipes for breakfast,
lunch, dinner, snacks and even sweet treats.
Including One Month of Kid-Friendly Meal Plans and Detailed Shopping Lists to Make
Life Easier As the rate of chronic illness skyrockets, more and more parents are faced
with the sobering reality of restrictive diets. And because everyone is busy, many families
come to rely on store-bought "healthy" products to make life simpler, but many of these
are loaded with sugar and hidden toxins. When faced with her own family health crisis,
mother and health coach Leah Webb realized that in order to consistently provide high
quality food for her family, nearly 100 percent of their meals would need to be homemade.
But when she looked for a resource to guide her, most cookbooks that offered recipes
"free" of allergenic foods were also high in processed starches, flours, and sugar. Webb,
like so many parents, was looking for a cookbook that offered deeply nutritious, kidfriendly, whole foods recipes that were also easy, but there wasn't one--so she wrote it
herself. The Grain-Free, Sugar-Free, Dairy-Free Family Cookbook offers a new system to
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encourages excitement around food (a major challenge with restrictive diets). The recipes
are rich in healthy fats, nutrient-dense vegetables, ferments, and grass-fed meats, and
include snacks, school lunches, and delicious sweet treats that rival the flavors of sugardense desserts. By following Leah's meal plans, parents will be sure to please everyone in
the family and make cooking on a restrictive diet enjoyable and doable over a long period
of time. Families that know they would like to rid themselves of grain, sugar, and dairy,
but are intimidated by starting, will find Webb's advice and troubleshooting invaluable.
The cookbook outlines family-tested methods that make for effective and efficient
preparation, including everyday basic recipes that will become part of a cook's intuitive
process over time. The best part is that although Leah prepares nearly every single one of
her family's breakfasts, lunches, dinners, and snacks using whole food ingredients, she
only spends four to six hours on food preparation per week Through stocking her freezer,
prepping the kitchen, shopping and cooking in bulk, and consistently planning meals, this
diet plan is not only possible; it is manageable and fulfilling. Prepare for this cookbook to
radically change your life.
The Best Gluten-Free, Wheat-Free and Dairy-Free RecipesMore Than 100 MouthWatering Recipes for All the FamilyDuncan Baird Pub
A Year of Gluten-Free, Dairy-Free, and Paleo Recipes for Every Occasion [A Cookbook]
Simply Gluten-free & Dairy-free
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100 Delicious Vegetarian Recipes to Make You Fall in Love with Real Food
A Scientific and Clinically-Proven Approach to Safely Bringing Wheat and Dairy Back
Into Your Diet
Gluten Sugar Dairy Free
The Everything Gluten-Free & Dairy-Free Cookbook
Allergy-Friendly Food for Families

The bestselling book with 100,000 copies in print from one of the most soughtafter experts in the field of functional medicine, Dr. Susan Blum, author of
Healing Arthritis, shares the four-step program she used to treat her own serious
autoimmune condition and help countless patients reverse their symptoms, heal
their immune systems, and prevent future illness. DR. BLUM ASKS: • Are you
constantly exhausted? • Do you frequently feel sick? • Are you hot when others
are cold, or cold when everyone else is warm? • Do you have trouble thinking
clearly, aka “brain fog”? • Do you often feel irritable? • Are you experiencing hair
loss, dry skin, or unexplained weight fluctuation? • Do your joints ache or swell
but you don’t know why? • Do you have an overall sense of not feeling your
best, but it has been going on so long it’s actually normal to you? If you
answered yes to any of these questions, you may have an autoimmune disease,
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and this book is the “medicine” you need. Among the most prevalent forms of
chronic illness in this country, autoimmune disease affects nearly 23.5 million
Americans. This epidemic—a result of the toxins in our diet; exposure to
chemicals, heavy metals, and antibiotics; and unprecedented stress levels—has
caused millions to suffer from autoimmune conditions such as Graves’ disease,
rheumatoid arthritis, Crohn’s disease, celiac disease, lupus, and more. DR.
BLUM’S INNOVATIVE METHOD FOCUSES ON: • Using food as medicine •
Understanding the stress connection • Healing your gut and digestive system •
Optimizing liver function Each of these sections includes an interactive workbook
to help you determine and create your own personal treatment program. Also
included are recipes for simple, easy-to-prepare dishes to jump-start the healing
process. The Immune System Recovery Plan is a revolutionary way for people to
balance their immune systems, transform their health, and live fuller, happier
lives.
An array of gluten- and dairy-free indulgences includes Caramelized Peaches;
Salmon en Croute; and Artichoke, Parma Ham and Olive Pizza, as well as an
assortment of breads, cakes, pastries, pies, custards and creams, in a book with
full-color photos.
Great gluten-free recipes for gluten-intolerance sufferers that the whole family
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The definitive collection of gluten-free, dairy-free recipes from one of the most
trusted names in free-from cookery. Whether you're following a gluten-free or
dairy-free diet, then this is the only book you will ever need to eat well and feel
great! With over 200 recipes for everything from breakfasts and light lunches to
weeknight dinners and show-stopping mains, plus delicious desserts and a whole
section on gluten free baking, this book is the perfect guide to free from cookery.
Start your day with Buckwheat and Blueberry Pancakes or Muesli with Summer
Fruit Compote, and discover dinnertime recipes that the whole family will enjoy,
such as like Chicken Sesame Nuggets, Courgette and Sage Spaghetti
Carbonara, or the best gluten free, dairy free lasagne. For special occasions,
there are dinner-party dishes such as Beef Wellington, and to finish, why not try a
classic Sticky Toffee Pudding? From celebration cakes to cookies, sourdough
loaves to salads, these are tried-and-tested recipes from one of the most
respected names in gluten free cookery. Grace Cheetham has spent the last 10
years educating readers on the best way to cook without allergens. This
collection is the ultimate celebration of her best-loved recipes.
250 Gluten-Free Favorites
Go Dairy Free
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200 Recipes for Coeliacs, Wheat, Dairy and Lactose Intolerants
300 simple and satisfying recipes without gluten or dairy
Allergy-Free and Easy Cooking
30-Minute Meals without Gluten, Wheat, Dairy, Eggs, Soy, Peanuts, Tree Nuts,
Fish, Shellfish, and Sesame [A Cookbook]
The Eat Well Cookbook
Cook's Bible: Gluten-free, Wheat-free & Dairy-free Recipes
Antoinette Savills first book for Grub Street, Learn to Cook Wheat, Gluten and
Dairy Free is one of our best-selling health titles. And so by popular demand here
is her latest collection of contemporary and delicious recipes to suit the seasons,
all tastes and all budgets. Like her previous book this one is aimed at the millions
of people suffering from food intolerances. If you are told that you must follow a
wheat, gluten or dairy free diet, what can you safely eat? One thing is certain you
will have to start cooking for yourself at home since there are very few ready
meals available that will be suitable for your restricted diet. The simplest and
safest course is to prepare your own meals, that way you will know that your
food does not include any hidden ingredients that might trigger your allergy or
intolerance. The recipes are smart, modern, international and anything but
depriving by using alternative ingredients such as coconut milk and rice flour.
There are over 120 recipes for vegetarian dishes, lunches and suppers, soups
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and puddings , cakes, muffins, cookies, breads and tarts. There are lots of sweet
delights in this book as these are often the foods that most celiacs think they will
have to forego in their new eating regime, but as Antoinette Savill says in her
Introduction Simple homely comforts are always needed but treats and
indulgences can also have a place in our weekly menus. Another feature of the
book is that the recipes are equally divided into slower and faster choices as a
way of balancing the relaxing enjoyment of cooking and eating with the type of
express cooking recipes we need in our hectic times.
No gluten? No dairy? No problem. Baking is delicious again. Sensitivities to dairy
and gluten can't hold you back from homemade baked goods anymore. This
dairy-free and gluten free cookbook is your door to a sweeter world, with 75
recipes that contain no gluten or dairy--and taste incredible. Learn to make your
own flour blends, which ingredient substitutions work (or don't), and a whole new
way to bake and share everything from cakes and cookies to breads and pies.
This dairy-free and gluten free cookbook offers: Troubleshooting tips--Lopsided
muffins? Your bread didn't rise? Help is here. Only the good stuff--This dairy-free
and gluten free cookbook puts you in control of the ingredients, without the
additives or preservatives of store-bought versions. Free and clear--Every recipe
is free of both gluten and dairy (not just one or the other) so every sensitivity is
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Pizza, Pancakes, French Toast, Lasagna, Ice Cream, Brownies—you thought they
were off-limits forever but now they’re back on the menu! The Dairy-Free &
Gluten-Free Kitchen offers more than 150 flavor-packed recipes created
especially for those who must avoid dairy and gluten in their diets—proving that
you no longer have to abandon the foods you love, even when you do have to
give up the dairy and gluten that doesn’t love you. Denise Jardine’s The DairyFree & Gluten-Free Kitchen addresses these issues and many more,
demystifying the confusing and often conflicting data about what defines
healthful eating. Along with a deliciously varied selection of dishes, Denise
shares her “master” recipes, including her all-purpose Gluten-Free Flour Mix,
Dairy Milk Alternative, Fiber-Rich Sandwich Bread, Creamy Macadamia Pine Nut
Cheese, and Soy Velvet Whipped Cream—key staples that make Classic French
Toast, Mushroom Kale Lasagna, Rustic Heirloom Pesto Pizza, and Pumpkin
Cheesecake possible. In addition to being entirely dairy- and gluten-free, each
recipe has been calibrated to reduce or eliminate the need for refined oil and
sweeteners. And for those who must avoid eggs, nuts, and soy products, recipes
that are free of these components are clearly labeled. So whether you’ve been
diagnosed with a particular food intolerance or sensitivity, or you’re just trying to
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Kitchen has something for just about everyone!
Every year the number of people affected by allergies and intolerances rises
dramatically, and those who can’t eat bread, cakes, pasta, cheese, milk, or butter
are in desperate need of a cookbook to provide them with truly delicious recipes.
Here it is, with 100 easy-to-make, nutritious, mouthwatering recipes for every
day. From simple breakfasts and quick lunches, to stunning recipes for dinner
and entertaining, these dishes ensure that you’ll never miss out on great food
again!
Easy Recipes, Chef’S Tips, and the Best Products for Your Pantry
The Intolerant Gourmet
100 Vegan Recipes [A Baking Book]
Mastering Your Gluten- and Dairy-Free Kitchen
The Grain-Free, Sugar-Free, Dairy-Free Family Cookbook
Over 200 delicious, free from recipes for every occasion
Make Your Own Staples, Snacks, and More Without Wheat, Gluten, Dairy, Eggs,
Soy or Nuts
The Allergy-Free Pantry

Explains the most common food allergens and gluten, offers tips for adapting
recipes, and provides recipes for meals, snacks, and desserts.
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New edition bringing together the full range of recipes from Antoinette Savill's
Sensitive Gourmet books. Also includes a new selection of 25 ultra low fat options.
Antoinette Savill's previous titles broke new ground in creative, cosmopolitan
cookery for people suffering from sensitivity to wheat, dairy or gluten. Now both the
Sensitive Gourmet and More From The Sensitive Gourmet are available as one
book. All those with lactose and wheat sensitivity, coeliac disease, asthma and
eczema or chronic fatigue will find the book invaluable. Over 200 recipes cover the
entire range of dishes. From light savoury snacks and soups, to meat, fish and
vegetables dishes for dinner parties through to naughty puddings, cakes, and fresh
home-made breads.
Two hundred recipes—plus tips and advice—for those dealing with food allergies or
sensitivities. When you have medical issues with dairy, wheat, and gluten, most
ready-made foods are not an option, so this cookbook offers two hundred recipes for
soups, starters, light lunches, egg dishes, pasta and pizzas, fish, meat, poultry and
game, salads, vegetables and vegetarian dishes, desserts, breads, cookies, and
cakes—all of which are milk, cream, butter, cheese, yogurt, wheat, gluten, and lactose
free. You’ll also find helpful information about your forbidden ingredients, where
they are likely to turn up, and what alternatives to use, from an expert on food
allergies and intolerances and the author of The Everyday Wheat-Free and GlutenPage 11/35
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Free Cookbook.
Do you love cooking and eating great food? Do you worry about gaining weight? Do
you have or suspect you have food sensitivities? Would you like to feel fabulous all
the time? The good news is that there are ways of having your cake and eating it too.
Basing their philosophy for health and wellbeing on their formidable combined
experience in the food and natural health industries, Jan Purser and Kathy
Snowball have created another cookbook with sensational healthy food suitable for
all occasions, whether it's dinner for two, a family meal or entertaining the masses.
And it's all gluten and dairy free, making it suitable for people with sensitivities or
allergies in those areas. Following on from the success of their award-winning The
Detox Cookbook, this is a book of recipes and practical advice for living well, for
people with a passion for food who also want to keep a close eye on their health.
Dairy-free Cookbook
Includes Dairy-Free, Egg-Free and White Sugar-Free Recipes
100 Step-by-Step Recipies
The Gluten-Free Vegan
Learn to Cook Wheat, Gluten and Dairy Free
Gluten-Free, Wheat-Free, Dairy-Free, Sugar-Free, Caffeine-Free....Are You
Kidding Me?
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Deliciously Wheat, Gluten & Dairy Free
Allergy Cooking with Ease
A Primitive Diet is a book of information and recipes free
from gluten, yeast, sugar, dairy products, large amounts of
meat and grain, and processed foods that today are a major
proportion of the modern "western" diet. These recipes are
suitable for people of all ages. Don't be put off trying
them just because you consider yourself healthy ... you'll
be surprised at the gourmet delights within. What did
Primitive Man eat? He gathered fruits, berries, nuts, greens
and roots from the soil. Herbs were his medicine. If he was
quick and cunning he caught a small animal, fish or bird, or
would have found a bird's egg. The exciting recipes
contained between these covers have been created by Beverley
Southam from Primitive Man's vast outdoor pantry, to solve
serious health problems of her family many years ago. There
is nothing boring about this fresh, wholesome diet. Savour
the the taste of Fresh Tomato Soup, Ceviche (a Mexican
dish), Salsas, Marinated Fresh Fruit. Feast on Fish in
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drinks - Strawberry Crush, Iced Pineapple Tea, Orange and
Avocado Smoothie. Try healthy treats from around the world.
Entertain your family and friends on your special diet
without them knowing it's supposed to be diet food. Included
for those who miss their bread and cakes, there are recipes
of dampers, pizza bases, cakes and cookies in which to
indulge - gluten-free, yeast-free, sugar-free and dairy-free
of course! And ... who said to be on a special diet is
boring?
If ONE simple change could resolve most of your symptoms and
prevent a host of illnesses, wouldn't you want to try it? Go
Dairy Free shows you how! There are plenty of reasons to go
dairy free. Maybe you are confronting allergies or lactose
intolerance. Maybe you are dealing with acne, digestive
issues, sinus troubles, or eczema—all proven to be
associated with dairy consumption. Maybe you're looking for
longer-term disease prevention, weight loss, or for help
transitioning to a plant-based diet. Whatever your reason,
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need to change your diet. This complete guide and cookbook
will be your vital companion to understand dairy, how it
affects you, and how you can eliminate it from your life and
improve your health—without feeling like you're sacrificing
a thing. Inside: • More than 250 delicious dairy-free
recipes focusing on naturally rich and delicious whole
foods, with numerous options to satisfy those dairy cravings
• A comprehensive guide to dairy substitutes explaining how
to purchase, use, and make your own alternatives for butter,
cheese, cream, milk, and much more • Must-have grocery
shopping information, from sussing out suspect ingredients
and label-reading assistance to money-saving tips • A
detailed chapter on calcium to identify naturally mineralrich foods beyond dairy, the best supplements, and other
keys to bone health • An in-depth health section outlining
the signs and symptoms of dairy-related illnesses and
addressing questions around protein, fat, and other
nutrients in the dairy-free transition • Everyday living
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celebrations, and other social situations • Infant milk
allergy checklists that describe indicators and solutions
for babies and young children with milk allergies or
intolerances • Food allergy- and vegan-friendly resources,
including recipe indexes to quickly find gluten-free and
other top food allergy-friendly options and fully tested
plant-based options for every recipe
Discusses lactose intolerance and the need for calcium in
the diet, and shares recipes for appetizers, beverages,
breads, soups, salads, meat, poultry, seafood, vegetables,
cakes, puddings, and frozen desserts
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • 125 recipes for grain-free,
dairy-free, and gluten-free comfort food dishes for holidays
and special occasions NAMED ONE OF THE FIVE BEST GLUTEN-FREE
COOKBOOKS OF ALL TIME BY MINDBODYGREEN When people adopt a
new diet for health or personal reasons, they worry most
about the parties, holidays, and events with strong food
traditions, fearing their fond memories will be lost along
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After
suffering
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years with a debilitating autoimmune disease and missing
many of these special occasions herself, Danielle Walker has
revived the joy that cooking for holidays can bring in
Danielle Walker's Against All Grain Celebrations, a
collection of recipes and menus for twelve special occasions
throughout the year. Featuring a variety of birthday cakes,
finger foods to serve at a baby or bridal shower, and recreations of backyard barbecue standards like peach cobbler
and corn bread, Danielle includes all of the classics.
There’s a full Thanksgiving spread—complete with turkey and
stuffing, creamy green bean casserole, and pies—and menus
for Christmas dinner; a New Year's Eve cocktail party and
Easter brunch are covered, along with suggestions for
beverages and cocktails and the all-important desserts.
Recipes can be mixed and matched among the various
occasions, and many of the dishes are simple enough for
everyday cooking. Stunning full-color photographs of every
dish make browsing the pages as delightful as cooking the
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creative entertaining ideas. Making recipes using unfamiliar
ingredients can cause anxiety, and while trying a new menu
on a regular weeknight leaves some room for error, the meal
simply cannot fail when you have a table full of guests
celebrating a special occasion. Danielle has transformed her
most cherished family traditions into trustworthy recipes
you can feel confident serving, whether you’re hosting a
special guest with food allergies, or cooking for a crowd of
regular grain-eaters.
Learning to Bake Allergen-Free
Eat Wheat
150 Delicious Gluten-Free, Animal-Free Recipes
The Immune System Recovery Plan
A Couple Cooks - Pretty Simple Cooking
Healthy Cooking Without Wheat, Gluten, Dairy, Eggs, Yeast,
Or Refined Sugar
All Natural and 99% Organic Recipes That Are Quick and Easy
to Prepare.
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A simple, stress-free guide to preparing meals that meet
your dietary needs—and are still tasty enough for the whole
family. If you’ve been told to follow a diet free of wheat,
gluten, or dairy, cooking at home more often is a great
idea, giving you much more control over what you eat. But
you don’t want to be stuck making meals for the family and
separate dishes for yourself to ensure that you avoid
triggering allergies or intolerances. This cookbook offers
lots of options that can make everyone happy while also
keeping you healthy. Designed for beginners as well as
experienced cooks, these recipes draw from a variety of
cuisines and use alternative ingredients such as coconut
milk and rice flour. You’ll find recipes to replace all
those ready-made meals, snacks, and desserts you used to
pick up in the supermarket—soups, sauces, lasagna, macaroni
and cheese, fish pie, burgers, casseroles, muffins,
cupcakes, Christmas cake, cheesecake, crumble, apple pie,
sausage rolls, quiche, and more. As a bonus, there are also
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to everyday entertaining.
Compiles recipes lacking five major allergens, including
wheat, dairy, eggs, nuts, and soy, and provides ideas for
desserts, snacks, and parties.
This cookbook was created out of my own interest and desire
to develop tasty, healthy easy to prepare meals and snacks
that accommodate all of my sensitivities and allergies.
Which means they must be; gluten free, wheat free, dairy
free, sugar free, caffeine free, preservative, additive and
chemical free. It is overwhelming to be told your regular
eating habits have to be altered and many people simply dont
have a lot of time to be creative in the kitchen. I found
there were not many recipes available to help me with all of
the sensitivities I had developed and realized there must be
other people like me trying to come up with tasty healthy
food to enjoy. I have created several quick and simple
recipes that provide very healthy and flavourful dishes.
There is a wide variety from snacks to full meals and these
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friends without being difficult or too costly. Some
ingredients may be new and sound foreign but they are
surprisingly easy to find and I have provided tips on many
recipes that assist with preparation as well as where to
locate many of these items.
For many, the prospect of making gluten-free and dairy-free
food seems utterly daunting. And they will either buy readymade produce (which is usually low in nutritional value and
high in price) or sometimes not bother at all. But Grace
Cheetham reveals that it's possible to make wonderful glutenfree and dairy-free food easily. Whether you're suffering
from allergy-related IBS, eczema, asthma, migraines or
chronic fatigue, or if you are celiac, this book will show
you how to use substitute ingredients and simple cooking
techniques to make mouth-watering meals. With power-packed
breakfasts such as Brioche with Caramelized Peaches,
sustaining lunches such as Artichoke, Parma Ham & Olive
Pizza and delicious dinners such as Salmon en Croute or
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Rosewater Cupcakes and heavenly desserts such as Chocolate
Fondant, here are tried and tested recipes for you to cook
for yourself, your family and your friends - and all stressfree!
Special Diet Solutions
Big Book of Recipes
Breakfast, Lunches, Treats, Dinners, Desserts
Gluten Free, Wheat Free, Dairy Free, Egg Free, Peanut Free
120 Gluten-Free, Dairy-Free, Nut-Free, Egg-Free, and SoyFree Recipes Everyone Will Enjoy
Danielle Walker's Against All Grain Celebrations
A Book of Recipes Free from Wheat/gluten, Dairy Products,
Yeast and Sugar : for People with Candidiasis, Coeliac
Disease, Irritable Bowel Syndrome, Ulcerative
Colitis/Crohn's Disease, Multiple Sclerosis, Asthma, Eczema,
Psoriasis, Acne, Autism, Food Allergies and Intolerances and
Those Just Wanting to Become Healthy
Dairy-Free Gluten-Free Baking Cookbook
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300 gluten- and dairy-free recipes from popular food blogger Audrey Roberts to
reset your eating habits to live a healthier life. Millions of people now suffer from
celiac disease and food sensitivity. But switching to a diet without gluten or dairy
not only benefits those with gluten sensitivity or lactose intolerance, but benefits
anyone who needs more energy, wants to lose weight, or simply craves a much
healthier lifestyle. And now cooking without them is simple! You no longer need to
give up the foods you love because with easy substitutions, some creative cooking,
and the recipes in this book, you will still enjoy all your favorite foods. The
Everything Gluten-Free & Dairy-Free Cookbook includes 300 gluten- and dairy-free
recipes that your whole family will enjoy—from eggs benedict casserole to coconut
cream pie. These easy and delicious recipes make it painless to start living a
healthier life and feel better. Audrey Roberts, founder of the popular food blog
Mama Knows Gluten Free, teaches you how to make the most satisfying recipes
from breakfast to dinner and snacks in between meals. The Everything Gluten-Free
& Dairy-Free Cookbook makes it easy to meet your family’s dietary needs while
keeping them happy and healthy.
Free to Eat Sweets! The number of people with food allergies is skyrocketing,
leaving puzzled cooks and anxious parents eager to find recipes for “normal” foods
that are both safe and delicious. The Allergen-Free Baker’s Handbook features 100
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tried-and-true recipes that are completely free of all ingredients responsible for 90
percent of food allergies, sparing bakers the all-too-common frustration of having to
make unsatisfactory substitutions or rework recipes entirely. To make things even
easier, energized and empathetic mom Cybele Pascal demystifies alternative
foodstuffs and offers an insider’s advice about choosing safe products and sources
for buying them. As the head baker for a food-allergic family, food writer Pascal
shares her most in-demand treats and how to make them work without allergenic
ingredients. Her collection includes a delightfully familiar array of sweets and savory
goodies that are no longer off-limits, from Glazed Vanilla Scones, Cinnamon Rolls,
and Lemon-Lime Squares to Chocolate Fudge Brownies, Red Velvet Cake, and
every kid’s favorite: Pizza. In addition to being a lifeline for people with food
allergies, sensitivities, and intolerances, these entirely vegan recipes are perfect for
anyone looking to avoid artificial and refined ingredients, and those interested in
baking with healthful new gluten-free flours such as quinoa, sorghum, and
amaranth. Best of all, Pascal has fine-tuned each recipe to please the palates of the
most exacting critics: her young sons. Lennon and Monte like these tasty treats
even better than their traditional counterparts, and you will too!
Grace Cheetham presents easy-to-make, mouthwatering recipes without gluten,
wheat, cheese, milk or butter. From simple breakfasts and quick lunches, to
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stunning recipes for dinner and entertaining, this book ensures that your allergy
doesn't mean you have to miss out on great food.
-- 150 basic recipes -- Good for multiple sensitivities
The Ultimate Gluten Free, Dairy Free Collection
The Dairy-Free & Gluten-Free Kitchen
The Best Gluten-free and Dairy-free Baking Recipes
Simply Gluten-Free & Dairy Free
Lose the Wheat, Lose the Weight, and Find Your Path Back to Health
Breakfasts, Lunches, Treats, Dinners, Desserts
Glorious Food without Gluten and Lactose
A Doctor's 4-Step Program to Treat Autoimmune Disease
Make your own affordable, delicious, and allergy-free staples, snacks, and meals! After
the cupboards are cleared of problem foods, most people coping with new food
allergies (their own or their kids’) are missing staples they have relied on for years. And
even though stores are stocking more allergen-free brands, shoppers with severe or
multiple allergies can read every label and still strike out—especially if they’re after a
particular craving or on a budget. The good news for the 15 million Americans with food
allergies is that classic treats and pantry staples can be made easily and affordably at
home. From Colette Martin, the author of Learning to Bake Allergen-Free, comes The
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the top eight allergens
(milk, eggs, peanuts, tree nuts, soy, wheat, fish, and shellfish), for: Basic staples (flour
blends, non-dairy milks, egg replacers, Sandwich Bread, Biscuits, Strawberry Jam,
Sunflower Seed Butter) Condiments and salad dressings (Flaxseed Mayonnaise,
Ketchup, Ranch Dressing, Barbeque Sauce) Breakfast (Pancakes, Honey Blueberry
Granola, Apple Oatmeal Scones) Crackers and cookies (Flax Crackers, Pita Chips,
Chocolate Chip Cookies, Snickerdoodles) Pasta, pizza, and freezer meals (Spinach
Pasta, Cheesy Sauce, Shepherd’s Pie, Meatloaf) Desserts (Brownie Bites, Chocolate
Pudding, Raspberry Fruit Roll Ups, Caramel Sauce) Full-color photographs of every
recipe and simple instructions (no advanced kitchen skills required!) make this a musthave guide to allergy-free home cooking. Refill your cupboards, and reclaim peace of
mind!
Popular husband-and-wife bloggers and podcasters (acouplecooks.com) offer 100
recipes with an emphasis on whole foods and getting into the kitchen together. The
couple's non-diet approach features simple lifestyle changes to make healthy cooking
sustainable, rather than a short-term fix. A love story at its finest, Alex and Sonja
Overhiser first fell for each other--and then the kitchen. In a matter of months, the writerphotographer duo went from eating fast and frozen food to regularly cooking vegetarian
meals from scratch. Together, the two unraveled a "pretty simple" approach to home
cooking that kicks the diet in favor of long-term lifestyle changes. While cooking isn't
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by finding
love in
the process. A Couple
Cooks | Pretty Simple Cooking is an irresistible combination of spirited writing,
nourishing recipes with a Mediterranean flair, and vibrant photography. Dubbed a
"vegetarian cookbook for non-vegetarians", it's a beautiful book that's food for thought,
at the same time providing real food recipes for eating around the table. The book
features: 100 vegetarian recipes, with 75 vegan and 90 gluten-free options A full-color
photograph for every recipe Recipes arranged from quickest to more time-consuming
10 life lessons for a sustainably healthy approach to cooking, artfully illustrated with a
custom watercolor
A collection of 75 completely allergen-free recipes ready in 30 minutes or less, perfect
for food allergic kids and busy professionals who need to get meals on the table swiftly.
With her acclaimed cookbooks and loyal following, Cybele Pascal has been pioneering
allergy-friendly cooking for more than a decade. As the mother of two kids with food
allergies, Pascal knows the value of weeknight-friendly allergy-free recipes that can be
prepped and on the table in half an hour without sacrificing flavor or texture. Through
adept ingredient substitutions and easy-to-follow techniques, Pascal excels at providing
enticing recipes that steer clear of the top eight allergens and appeal to home cooks
who need to avoid dairy, eggs, wheat, soy, peanuts, tree nuts, fish, shellfish, and
sesame. Pascal’s allergy-friendly versions of favorites like Creamy Mac ‘n’ “Cheese,”
Buffalo Wings with Ranch Dressing, Chicken Mole Soft Tacos, Gnocchi, Deep Dish
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Pizza with
Sausage,
andYou
BeefFight
and Broccoli
Stir-Fry have
all the appeal of the
originals, and are perfect for food allergic kids and busy professionals. Allergy-Free and
Easy Cooking is a delightful solution that will help you get flavorful, safe meals on the
table swiftly.
The international bestseller by the author of The 3-Season Diet: “A compelling,
evidence-based approach for safely eating wheat and dairy . . . a must-read” (Dr. Rav
Ivker, author of Sinus Survival). Have you gone gluten-free or dairy-free? If so, you
might not have to deny yourself the foods you love any longer. Eat Wheat is your guide
to safely bringing wheat and dairy back into your diet, using a scientific and clinically
proven approach to addressing food intolerances. Dr. John Douillard, a former NBA
nutrition expert and creator of LifeSpa.com, addresses the underlying cause of the
recent gluten intolerance epidemic. Eat Wheat explains how a breakdown in digestion
has damaged the intestinal wall, causing “grain brain” symptoms and food allergies.
Although eliminating wheat and dairy from your diet may help your symptoms, it is only
a temporary solution. Eat Wheat addresses the root cause: the inability to digest well
and break down harmful toxins that can lead to more serious health concerns. Backed
by more than 600 scientific studies, Eat Wheat is a revolutionary guidebook to regaining
your digestive strength. Eat Wheat will: Reveal hidden science on the benefits of wheat
and dairy Help you navigate around food toxins in modern wheat and dairy Retrain your
body to digest wheat and dairy again Flush congested lymphatics linked to food
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reboot strong digestion and achieve optimal health and vitality
More than 100 Mouth-Watering Recipes for all the Family
75+ Delicious Cookies, Cakes, Pies, Breads & More
A Crash Course for Busy Parents on Baking Without Wheat, Gluten, Dairy, Eggs, Soy
Or Nuts
The Everything Gluten-Free & Dairy-Free Baking Cookbook
More Than 100 Mouth-Watering Recipes for All the Family
Dairy-free and gluten-free recipes for food lovers
200 Recipes for Delicious Baked Goods Without Gluten Or Dairy
Baking is all about enjoyment enjoying the time in your kitchen
and revelling in the end results. Grace Cheetham reveals how to
perfect the art of baking without gluten and dairy with recipes
that are simple to make, work every time, and taste just as good
as those made with gluten and dairy. Try your hand at Thyme
Biscuits or Olive & Rosemary Foccacia for a delicious snack.
Make a quick Fig, Rosemary & Olive Pizza or a classic Beef
Wellington for friends and family. Or go for full-on indulgence
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& Coconut Cheesecake (or all three!) Whether you want to begin
gluten-free and dairy-free baking but don't know where to start,
or you are looking for fresh ideas, you'll find straightforward
instructions carefully worked out to keep cakes moist, pastries
and pies in once piece, and cookies with just the right amount
of crunch. Grace offers up a whole host of delicious treats so
that you don't have to give up on one of life's greatest
pleasures.
Ideal cookbook for many health conditions: The Gluten-Free Vegan
is a groundbreaking cookbook, combining both special diets for
healthier, allergy-free eating. Millions of Americans have
health conditions like celiac disease, fibromyalgia, or food
allergies that require a gluten- and/or dairy-restricted diet.
In addition, going vegetarian/vegan is fast becoming mainstream,
and many vegans are also looking to cut gluten from their diet.
The Gluten-Free Vegan offers solutions for anyone seeking a
tasty approach to healthier eating. Quick, easy, and delicious
recipes: Written by a food-allergy sufferer and gourmet cook,
this collection includes more than 150 healthy recipes for a
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cookbook also includes guidelines of each dietary restriction,
information on sugars, raw foods and organic foods, advice on
ingredient preparation, quick-cooking tips, and resources for
easily finding ingredients.
At last—a cookbook of pleasure, not compromise, for those with
food intolerances It’s estimated that nearly 1 in 3 North
Americans is lactose-intolerant and that 1 in 133 is glutenintolerant, although many of these people remain undiagnosed.
For those who do find out, the resulting dietary adjustments
have traditionally been about restriction, denial, and
deprivation. All these compromises drain the pleasure from
eating. Now, legendary food maven Barbara Kafka comes to the
rescue with a complete soup-to-nuts cookbook full of great food
that you can enjoy every day. Barbara’s own intolerances,
dormant since childhood, returned five years ago, and—as someone
who was already intolerant of bad food, ersatz ingredients, and
poor cooking—she rose to the challenge of being gluten- and
lactose-intolerant with this collection of 300 recipes. They get
you to crispy without resorting to breading or flour coatings,
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Thanks to the creativity of Barbara Kafka, you can say good-bye
to the blandest of diets and indulge in such delights as Chicken
with Chervil Sauce, Roasted Salmon with Dill Sauce, Cannellini
and Mushroom Soup, Corn Relish, and Asian Noodle Salad. The
Intolerant Gourmet contains an enormous range of dishes that fit
into many cherished culinary traditions (Asian, French,
American, Italian, etc.). Each delicious recipe will satisfy
anyone at the dinner table, whether intolerant or not. The book
also features tools such as a guide to gluten-free pastas and a
comprehensive section on starches—their assets and detriments,
the basic methods for preparing them, and the best ways of
serving them. All is presented with insight and irrepressible
wit (of her Simple Rib Roast, for instance, Barbara writes ,“My
roast is rare, but no Saxon pillage”). The result is an
indispensable reference tool, ideal for lovers of good food in
search of an all-inclusive approach to cooking.
If you follow a gluten-free, casein-free diet, this book is for
you! Ann Whelan, editor/publisher of Gluten Free Living magazine
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professional chef and culinary consultant, shares her vast
knowledge and delicious recipes, so that those diagnosed with
Celiac disease or food sensitivity to wheat, gluten, dairy, and
casein can bene?t from a quick and delicious diet. When Einat
Mazors six-year-old daughter was diagnosed with Celiac disease,
Einat was determined to put her considerable professional
experience to use. She dreamed of creating a diet rich in
diverse ?avors and textures so her daughter could continue to
enjoy food just as she always had. Einat shares her personal
story, along with simple and scrumptious recipes in a way that
will help guide anyone who needs to change the way they think
about foodbut doesnt know where to begin. Einat serves up
creative ways to avoid gluten and dairy in a diet, along with
advice on building a pantry that is stocked with healthy and
safe staples for this lifestyle diet. Each recipe begins with an
anecdote and includes clear directions for tasty dishes,
including cinnamon french toast, Chinese spring rolls, meatball
kabobs, quinoa cookiesand even an amazing birthday cake!
Mastering Your Gluten- and Dairy-Free Kitchen provides valuable
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on a glutenfree diet. It is also a valuable resource for parents and
caregivers of people with autism, especially those who are
attempting to alleviate symptoms through dietary changes.
A Primitive Diet
Grandma's Guide to Gluten Free Cooking
The Best Gluten-Free, Wheat-Free and Dairy-Free Recipes
The Gluten, Wheat & Dairy Free Cookbook
Wheat Belly
The Allergen-Free Baker's Handbook
The No Wheat, Milk, Eggs, Corn, Soy, Yeast, Sugar, Grain and
Gluten Cookbook
150 Delicious Dishes for Every Meal, Every Day [A Cookbook]

A grandmother's recipes to help meet her grandchildren's special
dietary needs due to autism spectrum disorder and food allergies.
Allergy Cooking With Ease (Revised Edition) - This classic all-purpose
allergy cookbook was out of print and now is making a comeback in a
revised edition. It includes all the old favorite recipes of the first
edition plus many new recipes and new foods. With over 300 recipes
for baked goods, main dishes (even comfort foods), soups, salads,
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vegetables, ethnic dishes, desserts (lots of cookies), and more, it will
help you make living with your food allergies easy and put some fun
back into your diet. Informational sections of the book are also totally
updated, including the extensive "Sources" section.
Reap the rewards of cutting out gluten and dairy from your diet while
still enjoying cookies, cakes, bread, bars, and more with 200 recipes
for baked goods you’re sure to enjoy. Think avoiding gluten and dairy
means dessert is out of the question? Think again. Whether you have
a food allergy or intolerance, or are simply baking for family or
friends,The Everything Gluten-Free & Dairy-Free Baking Cookbook
features recipes for decadent cakes, chewy cookies, tasty breakfasts,
and sweet treats with ingredients that align with your diet. Featuring
easy swaps and creative combinations, you won’t miss the gluten or
the dairy. With 200 recipes and beautiful color photographs, this book
is sure to satisfy your sweet tooth cravings. No need to skip
dessert—now you can start enjoying these delicious recipes today!
The Ultimate Guide and Cookbook for Milk Allergies, Lactose
Intolerance, and Casein-Free Living
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